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May 22, 2020 
 
INTRODUCING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE EXCELLENCE PROGRAM 

FROM MISSION SEARCH CORPORATION  
One-of-a-kind program recruits US teachers to teach English in  

Middle Eastern Universities 
 
TAMPA, FL – Mission Search, a leader in healthcare interim recruitment and staffing, 
launches an international teaching opportunity for US teachers to teach the English 
language in Middle Eastern universities, colleges, and private sectors. The program 
offers exclusive opportunities for motivated, qualified native English-speaking teachers 
to experience a foreign culture while earning a generous salary, career growth, not to 
mention a personal adventure that is second to none. The announcement is coupled 
with a brand new, fast-loading, state-of-the-art microsite at 
www.missionsearch.com/english-language-excellence 
 
“There is a real need for qualified, experienced, highly-educated American teachers in 
the Middle East, ” says Mr. Joseph Salim, Vice President of the English Language 
Excellence Program. “Universities, colleges, and private sectors want the best education 
possible for their students and understand the value that brings. A partnership with 
Mission Search, who is a true leader in recruitment, was a perfect opportunity to identify 
the most qualified candidates to satisfy this demand while understanding the cultural 
nuances of this kind of program.” 
 
Mission Search believes that relationships drive success for both individuals and 
institutions. Building relationships requires focus which is why we have created a 
partnership methodology that allows our placement professionals to thoroughly 
understand the English Language Excellence Program’s core values and goals.  
 
“The English Excellence Language Program is an exclusive, unique, unparalleled 
opportunity for everyone involved,” says Ms. Mary Lynn Babetski, Marketing Director at 
Mission Search. 
 
“Teachers acquire a professional and personal experience that is second to none, 
students receive world-class education, and university, college, and private sector clients 
receive the full support of Mission Search every step of the way.” 
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About the English Language Excellence Program 
The English Language Excellence Program by Mission Search is the choice selection for 
universities, colleges, private sectors, and educational leaders who understand the 
importance of putting their students first. Our track record for success is based on our 
expertise in recruitment as well as our partner-first approach in our relationships with 
our clients.  
 
Our strict hiring process includes a thorough vetting of each candidate’s educational 
and employment history along with reference and background checks. All candidates 
are native English-speaking teachers with experience in education at the university-level 
in the United States. Only the top teachers make it through this process to represent 
Mission Search. That’s why we take a rigorous approach to recruitment that includes a 
seven-step protocol. 
 
For more information, visit www.missionsearch.com/english-language-excellence 
 
About Mission Search Corporation 
 
Corporation Mission Search, founded in 1998, excels in fostering relationships with each 
of our clients and candidates to gain a thorough understanding of current trends that 
affect today’s competitive Healthcare Industry and employment market. Our partnership 
methodology, highly skilled consultants and innovative approach sets us apart from the 
competition by allowing us to provide cost-effective and time-sensitive solutions 
thereby allowing our clients to focus on their core competencies and enhancing their 
delivery of the highest quality of patient care.  
 
We are a national leader in placing healthcare professionals in Executive & 
Management Search, Interim Leadership, Government Services, Medical OEM Services, 
and Radiation Oncology roles throughout the United States and have successfully 
completed staffing solutions for direct hire, interim management, locum tenens 
assignments, and remote treatment planning for world-class hospitals, academic 
medical centers, community hospitals and free-standing clinics.  
 
Mission Search has earned The Joint Commission’s Gold Seal of Approval ® for Health 
Care Staffing Services Certification. The certification demonstrates Mission Search’s 
commitment to providing qualified and competent health care professionals. 
 
For more information, visit www.missionsearch.com  
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MEDIA CONTACT:  
Mary Lynn Babetski, Marketing Director, Mission Search  
Tel: (813) 488-5090  
E: marylynn@missionsearch.com  
W: www.missionsearch.com 
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